
Easthorpe Village & Highways England Meeting - Friday 23rd July 2021

Meeting Notes

On Friday 23rd July 2021 two representatives from Highways England, David Orr Ewing and
David [surname missed] attended a public meeting at Easthorpe Church as part of their
consultation approach with the A12 widening proposal. 46 people from Easthorpe attended.

David opened the meeting with a brief overview of the statutory consultation process. He
passed on apologies for another HE colleague Dara, an expert in traffic modelling, who was
due to attend, but ironically had been delayed in traffic. David reminded everyone that there
was a full consultation exhibition in Mark Tey Village Hall in the afternoon where they and
others would be available for further conversations.

James Minifie then went through the Easthorpe PEACE presentation that had been
delivered to Kevin Bentley and Priti Patel a week earlier. View Presentation here

David responded with the following summarised key points below.
● The position relating to the existing A12 being de-trunked was explained
● The roundabouts on the de-trunked section were to keep existing road connections

open along with providing regular breaks in the carriageway to stop the road
becoming a “drag run”

● Emergency access was a consideration
● They are relaxed about whether or not Easthorpe Road was connected and they

would assess the feedback when the consultation forms were all submitted.
● Essex County Council and the local Parish Councils are stakeholders with views that

are also part of the considerations.

Following this a question session was held. HE had been sent a number of questions a week
previously to assist in their preparation for the meeting. These questions are listed at the
bottom and will be responded to formally by HE.

There was not enough time to go through all of the questions. The key points that came out
of the ones asked plus subsidiary and separate questions are these….

Circumstances around covid led to them using 2016 traffic data. They had applied a
modelled uplift for the 5 years until now. They accepted that their figures were significantly
different from those recorded by Easthorpe PEACE. There are no plans to do any further
surveys. They are happy to have further discussions on the traffic data. Ian Cromie met with
their traffic specialist later in the afternoon and was advised that they are prepared to review
the modelling with our data, including the video evidence, as part of the consultation review
process. They were supplied with a copy of the data and the videos will be sent
subsequently.

A question was raised about the houses that are in between the old and proposed new A12.
It was agreed to have further discussions with these residents on a separate 1-2-1 basis

https://0564f264-cf1b-4480-aa9f-c2e66e346f95.usrfiles.com/ugd/0564f2_ad0a1172317c41b6a8cd15c6b9265bee.pdf


Horse Riders, Cyclists & Walkers - HE advised that they were happy to have further
meetings with these groups and that they had a separate designated fund that could be used
to improve areas for them that fell outside of the A12 proposal directly. This is something that
Easthorpe PEACE should explore further.

Emergency vehicle access was discussed as being a consideration. Dan, an Easthorpe
resident who works in the Fire Brigade, advised that there is already a 10 minute response
target that they couldn’t meet for Easthorpe anyway and that on first inspection, closing
Easthorpe Road would not make any difference. He will raise it directly within the Fire
Brigade for an official opinion.

HE confirmed that they were not doing anything in relation to preparing for a potential
“garden community” and they only included actual approved development into consideration.

HE stressed on numerous occasions within their answers that it is vital that we submit our
concerns, opinions and ideas using the consultation response forms.

In summary it appears that HE are not opposed to the closing of Easthorpe Road, they
stated “its unusual for a community to campaign for the closure of a road”.

It is of utmost importance that we as a community gain the support of key stakeholders IE
ECC, Parish Council and the emergency services. (Perhaps link to Kevin / Priti Email
addresses) as they will have a huge say in what happens to our road.

Paramount that all local residents complete the HE response form by the August 16th
deadline. You can download the form or complete it online here

The 12 submitted questions…..

● - how many negative consultation responses do they need to receive before they
revisit their current proposals?

● - has closure of Easthorpe Road been considered in this a12 widening proposal? If
not, why?

● - if closure of Easthorpe Road was agreed as being the safest and best option in
previous A12 widening proposals, why has a significantly different proposal ie flyover
and roundabout been included now?

● - Are HE aware that Easthorpe Road is a single track country lane with no footpaths
that is prone to serious flooding even in July? If so, why do HE consider a
roundabout and flyover safe, suitable and justified on such a road?

● - what steps do Highways England propose be put in place to safeguard local
residents from the dangerous speeding traffic travelling along Easthorpe Road?

● - Do Highways England agree that other local roads, for example school road
through Copford, are better equipped to accommodate local and other traffic in that
such roads are 2 lane, not likely to flood and have footpaths with safer places to
cross?

https://www.easthorpepeace.org.uk/response-form


● - In previous consultations HE have derived from responses that their proposals
“could improve traffic through local villages”. Can HE please explain in detail, with
relevant statistical information and modelling, how the current proposed scheme will
improve traffic through Easthorpe?

● - HE have asserted one of their objectives as “helping cyclists, walkers and other
vulnerable users of the network”. Can HE please provide details as to how the
current proposals will meet this objective effectively in Easthorpe?

● - Do HE plan to monitor the traffic through Easthorpe again as the numbers they are
quoting are clearly not representative of traffic volumes today? Why were out of date
figures used?

● - In the 2017 consultation they agreed to close direct access from Easthorpe Road to
the A12, but didn’t specify that this was to the new A12 only. What is preventing them
from closing off Easthorpe Road totally?

● - At a recent event, HE stated that traffic would improve along the residential area of
Easthorpe Road but increase at the section towards the A12. The residential section
of Easthorpe Road is the only access to the A12; is there an intention to build
another road that diverts traffic away from the village in order to achieve the figures
given?

● - Previous consultations have not included access to Easthorpe Village via the A12.
Since the introduction of Sat Nav and the development of many housing
developments in the Stanway area, Easthorpe Road has become a ‘rat-run’ and
regularly gets blocked with traffic either trying to escape accidents on the current A12
or people using it as a cut-through. It is a narrow country lane (that allows just one
car to pass in many places) with no footpaths, cycle lanes and many blind corners
(as well as having a large equestrian presence) ; how does the new access proposal,
whereby Easthorpe Road would allow access through the village both ways from the
A12, fit in with HE’s objectives to stop ‘rat-runs’, make improvements for walkers etc
and not impacting villages and communities?


